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DISCDSSTION: The service center director denied the nsnimmigrant visa petition and the matter is now 
before the Administrative Appeals Office QUO) on appeal, The appeal will be dismissed. The petition will 
be denied. 

The petitioner is a restaurant and Ioumge. it and seeks to employ the beneficiary as a budget accountant and 
endeavors to classify  he^ as a noaimmigrant worker In a specialty occupation pursuant to sectiorz 
104(aXIS>(E~(i)(b) of the hmmigation and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 5 B 12 0 B(a)( 15)(H)(i)(b>. 

The director denied the petition because the proBered position was not a specialty ooccnpatiox. Ow appeal, 
couasei submlts a brief indicating that the proffered position qualifies as a specialty sccupation~ 

The issue to be discussed is whether the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation. 

Section 10 l(a)(l5)(B)(i)(b) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1 POI(a)(B S)(H)(i)(b), provides, in  pa^, for the 
~Uassification of qualified nonaimmigra2t aliens who are coming temporarily tc the United States to perform 
services in a specialty occupation. 

Section 2:4(i)(',) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 3 B k84(i)(l), defines the tern "specialty occupation'ks an occupation 
that requires: 

(A) theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge, and 

(B) atfrainment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or its equivalent) as a 
minimum for entry into the occupation i ~ n  the United States. 

The tern "specialty occupation" is hrtfler defined at 8 8P .R.  3 2?4.2(8n)(4)(ii) as: 

[AJn occ~patlo~11 which requires theoretical and practical application ok" a body of highly 
specialized howledge in fields oE human endeavor Including, but not limited to, architecture, 
engineering, mathematics, playsican sciences, social sciences, medicine and health, education, 
bushess specialties, accounting, law, theology, and the a ~ s ,  and which requires the attainment of 
a bachelor's degree or higher in a specific specialty, or its equivalei~t, as a minimum for entry 
k t6  the occupation in the United States. 

Pursuant tc 8 C@.F.R. 5 2I4.2(h)(4)(iiS)(A)I9 to quaiify as a specialty occupation, the posia-ion must meet one of 
the fo'L?owiwg criteria: 

(0 A baccalann3-eate or higher degree or its equivalent is normally the minimum requirement 
foxeantry into the particular ~osition; 

(2) The degree requirement is common to the industry in parallell positions among similar 
organizations or, in B e  alternative, an employer may show that ?its particular position is 
so complex or unique that if can be performed only by an individual with a degee; 

(3) The employer normally requires a degree or its equivalent for the position; or 
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($/ The n a h ~ e  of the speciEc duties are so specialized and complex that knowledge required 
to perfom the duties is usually associated with the attainment off a baccalaureate or 
higher degree. 

Citizenslrjp and Immigration Services (CIS) interprets the term *'degree9' in the cziterla at 8 C.F.R. 
$ 2?  4.2(h)(LB)(iii)(A) to mean not just any baccalaureate or higher degree, but one in a specific specialty that is 
directiy related to the proffered position. 

The record of proceeding before the AAO contains: (1) the Form I-129 and supporting documentation; 
(2) the director's request for additional evidence; (39 the petitioner's response to the director's request; <4) 
the $ i re~ to~ ' s  denial letter; and ( 5 )  the Form I-29OB with counsefi's bsieE The AAB yeviewed the record in 
its entirety before issuing its decision. 

T"n petitioner is seeking the benelFnciary9s sewices as a budget accountant. Evidence of the  beneficiary's 
duties includes the I-129 petition with attachment aaad the petitioner's response to the director's request for 
evidence. According lo this evidence the beneficiav wogld: 

Ana;yze past and present financial operations of the restaurant, bar and lounge business and estimate 
future revenues and expenditures to prepare a budget; 

3 Analyze records of present and past operations, trends and costs, estimated and realized revenues, 
administrative commitments, and obligations incumed to project future revenues a ~ ~ d  expenses, using 
a computer; 

o Document revenues and expenditures expected and submit to management; 

o Maintain budgeting systems which p~ovide conhroT of expenditures made to carry out activities, such 
as a$vertising/warketing9 production, maintenance, or planning for catering contracts ~ n d  spec% 
events; 

a Advise management on mat%ers, such as the effective use of resources and assltnmptions cnderlying 
budget forecasts; and 

o Hnterpret budgets to management. 

The petitioner requires a minimum of a bachelor's degree in business administration with a major in fi'nk- ~ ~ n c e  
or its equivalent for entry into the proffered position. 

in zesponse to the director's request for evidence, the petitioner submitted additional duties to be perfonxed 
by the beneficiary which were not within the scope of duties initially presented in support off the F o m  2- R29 
~etitlon. For example, the petitioner indicates "sat the beneficiary would alse: conduct week!y inventories sf 
wices, liquors, beers and raw materials; evaluate weekly or monthly procurement costs through price 
canvassing; establish the 66standard cost9' of menu items in consanBtation with chefs and bafienders; determine 
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if the desired profit margins are being obtained relative to sales and cost of goods sold; evaiuate pricing and 
costing of "party packages or catering" to determine profitability; and monitor daily the chefs9 a d  
b~tenders '  utiBEaation of ingredients or mixtures. These are duties that would nomally be perfomed by food 
service managers, not accouctarats in the industry. The purpose of a request for evidence is to elicit furtker 
information that clarifies whether eligibility fcr the benefit sought has been established. 8 C.F.R. 
6 l03.2(b>(8> Wlaena responding $3 a request for evidenace, a petitioner canmot offer a naew position to the 
beneficiary, or materially change a position's title or its associated job responsibilities. The petitioner must 
establish that the position that was affered to the beneficiary at the time the 9-129 petition was filed is a 
specialty occupation. See Matter of Pdichetbpa Tire, 17 HbZN IDec. 248, 249 (Reg. Conam. 1978). K significant 
changes are made to the initial request for approval, the petitioner must file a new petition rdher than seek 
approval of a petition that is not supported by the facts In the record. The additional duties submitted, 
therefore, wiJB not be considered, 

The remaining duties listed by the petitioner in support of the Form 1-429 petition (the petitioner's !letter of 
August 25, 2003) refer to BI~ose nomaEhy perfomed by a budget accountant as described in the Diclkonary of 
OccupationcpJ Tatles (DOiT)i. The occupation oii accountant is a specialty occr~cpation, n o r ~ a i l y  rcquiricg tlmse 
seeking entry-level employment to have a bachelor's degree in a related field. However, while the petitioner 
has identified its position as that of a budget accou;atant, its description of the beneficiary's duties lacks the 
specificity and detail necessary to support the petitioner's contention. A petitioner cannot estab5sh its 
smploynenmt as a specialty occupation by describing the duties of that employment in the same general t ems  
as those used in the DOT in discussing an occupation title, e.g., a budget accountant applies principles of 
accounting to analyze past and present financial operations and estimates futcre revenues and expenditures to 
prepare a budget, or maintains budgeting systems which provide control of expenditures made to c a w  out 
activities, such as adveftising and mari~eting, production, maintenance, or to project activities. This type of 
generalized description is necessary when defining the rananage cf duties that may be perfomed within a~ 
occapation, but cannot be relied upon by a petitioner when discussing the duties attached to slpecific 
employment. In establishing a positlon as a specialty occupation, a petitioner must describe the specific 
duties and responsibi%ities to be performed by a beneficiary in relation to its particular business interests. 

In the instent case, ahe petitioner has oEered no description of the accounting duties beyond the generalized 
t e m s  describing the position ic the DOT It cannot, therefore, establish that the position meets any off the 
requirements for a specialty occupation set forth in 8 C.F.W. 3 2I4.2(h)(La)QiEi)QA). As previo~siy noted, CiS 
must exambe the actual employment of the alien, i.e., the specific tasks to be p e ~ o n n e d  by that dien, to 
detemine whether a position qualifies as a specialty occupation. The petitioner's description of the 
accounting duties, however, is so generrc that it is not possible to Identify those tasks and, therefore, wkether 
"she position is that of an accountant. Further, without a reliabhe description of the position's duties, the AAO 
is unable to determine whether the performance of those duties meets the statutoq definition of a specialty 
occupatiar-, - employment requiring the theoretical and practical epplicatlon of a body o i  higl10y specialized 
knowledge and the attainment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or 2s ecpkalent) as a 

minimum for entry into the occupation. As a resuit, the AAO finds the petitioner has failed to esrabiislr that it 
has a speciaity occupation with regard to the accounting duties desci-ibed, for which t is seeking the 
bertef ciary9s services. 




